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1.

Introduction to smart material

2.

In this advanced material era, the use of smart materials in
structural and functional system has an extreme peak in wide
range of industries from aviation to medical industries. Smart
materials and smart system attracted numerous researchers
and technologist due to their extraordinary scientific and
technological importance. From past literature, were found
other terminologies for smart materials as: intelligent materials, stimulated materials, and responsive materials. These
smart materials can better operate in combination of the
control unit and are constitutes of the smart system. Generally, a smart system encloses the structural network with
macroscopically function with inherent sensing, actuating
and controlling capability. It potentially is capable for processing information through its microstructure, also has the
distinctive property to reciprocate to its original configuration,
through the application of different stimuli such as electric
field, magnetic field, electro-magnetic field, temperature,
chemicals or stress fields. In the 21st century, the science and
technology rely on the evolution of novel smart materials that
are expected to react to the environmental changes and
manifest their functions according to the optimum conditions
[1,2]. The further development of smart materials used in
many fields of science and technology for instance in microelectronics, information science, medical treatment, computer science, life science, transportation, energy, safety
engineering as well as in military technologies is paramount
important. Now-a-days, the most used materials for intelligent structural applications are the shape memory materials,
the piezoelectric materials, electrostrictive materials,
magnetostrictive materials, electro-rheological materials,
magneto-rheological materials, fiber optics, smart fluid and
some functional polymers. In consideration of small-scale
actuation, shape memory alloys offer highest actuation force
among all other actuation modes like piezoelectric, electrostatic. The smart systems made of shape memory materials
employed in different engineering are capable to perform
specific activities that are mentioned in following Table 1.
Furthermore, to improve the commercial demand as well as to
meet the requirement of the hi-tech society, a higher technical and functional standard of SMA activities should be
targeted and developed.
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Shape memory alloys

Shape-memory alloys (SMAs) have beneficial properties such
as high power-to-weight (or force-to-volume) ratio, pseudoelasticity, higher damping capacity, chemical resistance and
biocompatibility [3]. The fundamental phenomenon of the
shape recovery based on shape memory effect (SME) and
pseudoelasticity (PE) is driven by the phase transition between
low temperature (martensite) phase to high temperature
(austenite) phase [4]. Both the SME and PE behaviour has
shown schematically in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.
Martensite phase is a low symmetry phase; whereas austenite
phase is a high symmetry phase. All the phase transformation
which occur in SME and PE are diffusion-less transformation.
Due to phase transformation, deformed shape can revert to its
original shape when heated above its transition temperature.
The phase transformation in SMAs undergoes remarkable
changes in the physical, mechanical, chemical, electrical and
optical properties, such as surface texture, surface roughness,
yield stress, elastic modulus, shape recovery, damping, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient, electrical
resistivity, vapour permeability and dielectric constant, etc.
These changes in properties enable designing and fabrication
of superior micro-sensors, micro-actuators and so on [4]. In
martensitic phase, the material can be easily deformed
through twin rearrangement below the martensitic finish
temperature (Mf). Then, it can revert to its predetermined
shape when heated above austenitic finish temperature (Af).
This process is a fully reversible phase alteration and reorientation among martensite variants. In this phase transformation, atoms are rearranged with a coordinated fashion
by a shear-like self-accommodation mechanism known as the
military transformation that arises at the speed of sound in
the material [5,6]. According to the response of shape memory
materials, there are two types of effect: one-way SME and twoway SME. In one-way SME, the material returns to its initial
dimension after heating above the austenitic temperature but
does not return to its deformed state when cooled [7]. For twoway SME, a biasing stimulus like a spring effect is required to
deform the dimension of the material in the martensitic
phase. The growth of SMA in thin film opens broad approach
in micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) and Bio-MEMS.
The potential properties with supplementary superelasticity

Table 1 e Essential inherent activities of shape memory material.
Activities
Sensing function

Switching
Actuation function
Repeatability
Energy cache and transformation

Description
Shape memory materials should perceive some specific surrounding
changes or stimuli such as thermal, electric field, magnetic field or stress
stimuli
The change in surroundings must reach a predetermined value to start/
restart the inherent performance
Shape memory materials yield substantial displacements with switching
performance with prodigious forces for actuation
The shape recovery or other changes are capable of reversing and can be
recapitulating for a more substantial number of cycles
A significant amount of energy can be cache, and energy conversions such
as thermal-mechanical, electric-mechanical, magnetic-mechanical and
chemical-mechanical may be executed
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Fig. 1 e Schematics of (a) stressestrain-temperature (s-ε-T)
for SME curve associated with temperature induced shape
memory alloys. The original shape i.e. low temperature
shape is twinned martensite at “O” subjected to loading
(stress) and follow O/ P path. When the twinned
martensite is subjected to an applied stress which exceeds
the start stress level (ss), the reorientation process begins,
causing the growth of certain favourably oriented
martensitic variants which develop at the expense of other
less favourable variants. The detwinning process is
completed at a stress level, sf, that is characterized by the
end of the plateau in the s-ε diagram. At the point of
unloading at “P”, it follows P/Q path and the detwinned
martensitic is preserved. There is a requirement of
external stimuli for recovery. When heating in the absence
of stress, the reverse transformation begins when the
temperature reaches As, (in R) and ends at the temperature
Af (point S), above which only the original austenitic phase
exists. In the absence of permanent plastic strain
generated during detwinning, the original form of the SMA
is recovered. The strain recovered due to the phase
transformation of the detwinned martensite into austenite
is called the transformation strain.

and biocompatibility have shown a great interest in NiTibased SMAs for functional applications at low (e.g., NieTi
<100  C) temperature as well as at high (e.g., NieTi-Hf
>100  C) temperature.

3.

NiTi shape memory alloys

NiTi alloys were used as SMAs for more than three decades in
the form of actuators, couplings, fasteners, and connectors in
a wide area from automotive and aerospace industries medical industries. Commercial based equiatomic NiTi SMAs are
known for over 35 years, and the NiTi thin film used in MEMS
is known for about a decade. A large variety of alloys exhibits
shape memory effect (SME), but small numbers of alloys like
NiTi have received commercial exploitation. Hexagonal closepacked Ti undergoes polymorphic change at high temperature
to body-centered-cubic phase, limits the Ni solubility (<10 wt
% Ni at 942  C). NiTi-based SMAs have drawn researchers’
attention for actuators, which operate with large stress and

Fig. 2 e Stress induced phase transformation, i.e.
stressestrain (s-ε) curve of pseudoelasticity (PE). PE
property allows SMAs to withstand large amounts of stress
without undergoing permanent deformation. The
transformation occurs without temperature change. The
SMA temperature is maintained above the transition
temperature. The stress increases until the austenite
becomes martensitic. The result of this loading is a fully
detwinned martensite created from austenite. When the
load is reduced, the martensitic transformations return to
austenite. The SMA returns to its original form because the
temperature is always higher than the transition
temperature. This is a consequence of a stress-induced
transformation from austenite to martensite and vice
versa.

strain and possesses impressive properties like shape memory effect (SME), superelasticity (SE), high damping capacity,
high specific energy output, biocompatibility, and high
corrosion resistance. By heating or loading, the dimensional
recovery of the intermetallic alloy possesses a reversible
thermo-elastic phase transformation restricting the longrange diffusion [8]. Shape memory alloys are able to transform from the parent phase (austenite phase, B2 phase, BCC
crystal structure), to martensitic phase (B19 ׳phase, monoclinic crystal structure) just above room temperature. This
transformation may occur through metastable intermediate
R-phases in case of Ni-rich NiTi alloys. The phase transformation associated with the diffusionless shear dominant
process retain their same chemical composition for the parent
and product phases [9]. In the phase transformation process,
there is a perceptible surface relief, and a flat surface at high
temperature (austenite phase) changes to rough (twinned
martensite) when achieving the lower temperature, and vice
versa. The change in surface roughness during the thermal
cycle is related to the phase transformation that advances
with both the grain growth and the orientation [5,10]. The key
element enabling the functioning of SMAs is linked to the
transformation temperature and percentage of recover-strain.
This is greatly influenced by the composition and thermal
treatment of the materials. NieTi alloys are contain some
diverse phases (e.g., B2, B19, B190 , and R phase) and different
twin structure (e.g., Type-I, Type-II, and compound twin). The
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transformation temperature and shape memory characteristics of NiTi SMAs depends on metallurgical factors such as
alloy composition, annealing temperature, aging temperature, aging time and substrate temperature and processing
parameters (i.e. sputtering parameters: current, voltage, primary gas flow rate, carrier gas flow rate, substrate bias etc.)
[11]. These factors drive the physical, mechanical, chemical,
electrical as well as their optical properties. The structural
composition Ni and Ti element were outlined in Table 2.

4.

NiTi thin film SMAs

The NiTi SMA thin films are favourable candidate for microelectro-mechanical-systems due to its large work energy
densities, low power consumption, unique SME property, long
lifetime and good response to batch-processing technology of
silicon micromachining [4,15,16,17]. They have also excellent
resistance to corrosion and biocompatibility of SMAs leading
to the development of exciting biomedical parts, including
stents, tissue fixation (ISO.25217), and drug delivery, etc.
[18e25].. The composition for optimum shape memory effect
in a film can differ from that of the bulk alloys, which are
influenced by grain sizes, plane stress conditions and surface
effects [26]. The bulk SMAs manifest large strokes and forces
but experience a slow response, because SMAs are typically
thermally actuated. The way of heat supply and removal in a
cycle is directly influenced by the cycle-time, which is a sensitive parameter. As a comparison to bulk SMAs, thin films
yield enables faster cooling rate due to their high surface-tovolume ratio, increasing the rate of heat transfer and, hence,
the cycle-time can be decreased. It is found that NiTi shows
the larger strain recovery and stress recovery that is up to
6e8% and 600 MPa, respectively. It is much larger as compared
to other actuation materials like electrostatic and piezoelectric materials. The higher strain recovery integrated with a
higher stress recovery results in a larger work density, up to

2.5  107 J/m3 [3,21,27,28]. To increase the response of NiTi
thin film SMA microactuators, it is imperative to decrease the
cycle-time, i.e., the time required for the transformation between austenite and martensite during cooling. Reduction of
cycle time is possible by (a) improving the rate of cooling in
thin film SMAs, and (b) minimizing the temperature range of
heating cooling to complete the transformation in forward
and reverse direction [29]. The thin film is efficiently driven by
joule energy during electrical heating and triggers the faster
cooling rates [2,15,30,31]. The uniformity composition of thin
film across the surface is a very significant factor for the thin
film SMA synthesis which is regulates by deposition geometry
(i.e. substrate to target distance, target diameter, the angle of
target, etc.) and type of target used (i.e., elemental, alloy, or
mosaic structure, etc.) [32e34]. The most critical requirements
for enabling the technologies of NiTi thin films include
[4,35e37]:
(i) Economic, user-friendly, safe, infallible and MEMS
suited synthesis technique; accurate composition control of the thin film and their quality.
(ii) Noiseless and silent working due to the characteristic
microstructures and phase transitions.
(iii) Real-time response (the materials can respond as soon
as to the sense of stimuli)
(iv) High actuation speed and fast response.
(v) The feasibility of nano size NieTi structured thin films
and actuators.
(vi) Less defect and less residual stress to obstruct any
inconvenience with MEMS structure, and better adhesion to the substrate.
(vii) A predefined annealing or ageing process after deposition for film crystallization, which will well match with
the MEMS process.
(viii) An appropriate characterization for PE, SME, and their
mechanical properties.
(ix) Wide range of operational temperatures.

Table 2 e The structural composition of Ni and Ti element [5e14].
Atomic Parameters
Atomic Number
Atomic mass
No. of proton/electron
No. of neutron
Group, period, block
Melting point
Boiling point
Crystal structure
Density (at room temperature)
Colour
Electronic configuration
Heat of fusion
Heat of vapourization
Molar heat capacity
Electronegativity (pauling scale)
Atomic radius
Electrical resistance (20  C)
Thermal conductivity
Thermal expansion (25  C)
Magnetic ordering

Ni

Ti

28
58.6934 amu
28
31
Group-10, period-4, d-block
1453  C
2732  C
Cubic (FCC)
8.908 g/cm3
White
[Ar]4s2d8 or [Ar]4s13d9
17.48 kJ/mol
377.5 kJ/mol
26.07 J/mol.K
1.91
124 pm
69.3
90.9 W/mK
13.4 mm/m.K
Ferromagnetic

22
47.867 amu
22
26
Group-4, period-4, d-block
1660  C
3287  C
Hexagonal (HCP)
4.506 g/cm3
Silver
[Ar]3d24s2
14.15 kJ/mol
425 kJ/mol
25.060 J/mol.K
1.54
147 pm
420 nὨ
21.9 W/mK
8.6 mm/m.K
paramagnetic
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(x) Good surface wear and corrosion resistance properties.
(xi) Greater biocompatibility in application towards bioMEMS.
(xii) Possess higher ingrained specific damping capacity
(xiii) Better embeddability and reliability.
Currently, the global SMA market size progressing with
compound annual growth rate of 10.79% and predicted to
reach USD 11,079.1 million by 2023. Miniaturized equipment
assisted NiTi thin film has taken a dominant segment in the
market demand. Global NiTi SMA market include constantly
growing usage of SMA for medical and clinical industries,
electronic industries, energy harvesting industries, and
household decorative. On the basis of the application, the NiTi
thin film market is segmented into superelastic, actuators,
constrained recovery, frangible, vibration dampers, shock
absorbers, and others, as shown in Fig. 3. Some of the key
players operating in the global NiTi thin film SMA market are
SAES Getters S.p.A, Ultimate NiTi Technologies Inc, Endosmart GmbH, TiNi Alloy Co, Fort Wayne Metals Inc., TiNi
Aerospace, DYNALLOY Inc., Metalwerks PMD Inc, EUROFLEX
GmbH, Inc, Aerofits Products Inc, Admedes Schuessler GmbH,
Johnson Matthey Inc, Furukawa Electric Co. Ltd, Confluent
Medical Technologies, Baoji Seabird Metals Materials Co. Ltd.,
Burpee Materials Technology LLC., and Baoji Titanium Industry Co. Ltd.

5.
Development of NiTi thin film using
magnetron sputtering
By the envision implementation for MEMS, the different
approach was attempted for the synthesis of NiTi thin films.
From the experimental viewpoint, only the magnetron sputter
technique has superseded in the deposition to give a faultless
SME behaviour in the thin film as comparison to that of bulk
materials [3]. In the sputtering process, atoms sputtered from
the target material by the carrier gas (Ar, N2, etc.) and
condense onto various substrates to develop a thin film. Phase
transformation temperatures, SME and PE behaviour of sputtering deposited NiTi thin films are sensitive to metallurgical
factors (percentage of composition in alloy, pre- and postthermo-mechanical treatments, etc.), sputtering target
arrangement (co-sputtering, mosaic deposition, and alternative layer deposition etc.), sputtering parameters (targets
material purity, target power, flow rate of primary and secondary
gas,
substrate-to-target
distance,
substrate

Fig. 3 e Global market size of NiTi thin film.

temperature, substrate bias, and the deposition environment
etc.), and also sensitive to predetermined application conditions (stress and strain rate, loading conditions, heat removal,
rate of heating/cooling, etc.) [4]. If Ni50Ti50 alloy target is used
in sputtering, the compositions of the final deposited thin
films are always Ni-rich, because the sputtering yield for Ti is
lower than that of Ni [3]. It was found that equiatomic NiTi
target gives Ti poor thin film regarding the target by 2e4 at %.
The sputter yield can be measured by the ratio of the number
of atoms ejected from the target to the number of the atoms
incident to the target. The inherent difficulties associated with
sputtering of NiTi thin films include the dissimilar sputtering
yields of elements at a given power density, compositional
uniformity on the substrate surface and along the interface, in
addition to wear, and roughening of the target during sputtering. To avoid the sputter yield difficulties, co-sputtering of
the NiTi target with additional Ti target, or using two separate
single elements (Ni and Ti) targets, with another small Ti
plates on NiTi target is used. The film composition from
different targets, managed by the power ratio, is more reliable
to overcome the composition control difficulties [32]. Rotation
of the substrate during deposition, configuring and positioning the target, etc. are also helpful. A trace amount of
impurities (typically C, O2, and H2) can increase the brittleness
and decreases the SME behaviour. For this reason, it is
essential to set the purity of carrier gas and target and to fix
the chamber vacuum at high nearly 106 Torr. Before deposition, pre-sputtering should be necessary to rinse the target
surface, ensuring about the removal of surface oxides. The
quality of film also influences by the environmental conditions inside the deposition chamber. Too low and too high
working pressure is not a desirable quality of the thin film. So
ultra-high purity primary gas with working pressures ranging
from 0.1 to 0.93 Pa (0.75e7 mTorr) is preferable. The substrateto-target distance should be optimized which directly affects
the particle energy reaching at the substrate as well as the
composition uniformity of the thin film [38]. Film composition
shifts can experience due to sputtering yield differences,
angular flux distribution, velocity distribution, and lateral
diffusion of the sputtered species due to atomic collisions
among gasses [39,40]. During sputtering, 95% of the energy
goes into the target during the incident, and only 5% of incident energy is brought off by target atoms (the typical energy
of 5e100 eV). Ni and Ti adatoms acquire a high-temperature
state before reaching the surface of the substrate. When
these adatoms deposited on the surface, the substrate act as a
heat sink and it takes around to be on the order of 1012 s to
come to its energetically equilibrate state. It is estimated that
an atom with a 0.1 eV energy is comparable to a temperature
of 1000  C and it deposited with a quenching rate is of
approximately 1015  C/s [41]. This higher cooling rate usually
allows non-equilibrium atomic arrangements in the thin film
unlike the bulk thermodynamic criteria [42,43]. This nonequilibrium processing state arises by incorporation of the
elements having zero solideliquid solubilities and such nonequilibrium films in higher annealing temperature transforms into the equilibrium phases.
In sputter deposition, the different type of target such as
elemental form, alloy form and mosaic-structured target can
be used [44e46]. Successful execution of NiTi microactuators
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needs a better interpretation of the sputtering process of NiTi
thin films and their final microstructure. During sputtering
deposition of NiTi thin film, a few disadvantages has reported:
(1) It is not easy to get the exact chemical composition of
sputtered NiTi thin film with that of the target alloy used., (2)
There is a high chance of oxidation of Titanium. Hence vacuum chamber with inert gas purging is required [47], (3)
Contamination during the sputtering/resputtering process by
the substrate surface [47].

7.

NieTi phase diagram and its significance

The phase diagram of NiTi gives the link between the transformation temperature, compositions, microstructure, and
the development of precipitates [48]. There are three ways of
phase transformation in different NiTi based thin films: (1) B2
phase (parent phase, cubic structure) / B190 phase
(martensite phase, M phase, monoclinic structure); (2) B2
phase / R-phase (Rhombohedral phase) / B19’; and (3) B2
phase / B19 (O phase, orthorhombic structure) / B190 .
Compositional sensitivity for different phase transformation
is due to the presence of the restricted intermetallic area in
the NieTi Phase diagram (Fig. 4) [49].
The film composition, annealing and ageing treatments of
the thin film are the factors mostly affect the transformation
temperatures [33,50]. The NiTi phase diagram indicates the Ti
solubility in NieTi alloy that may affect the transformation
temperatures [51]. Direct transformation of the B2 phase to
the B190 phase occurs in crystallized binary NiTi alloys. Twostep transformation B2 to B190 phase via R-Phase occurs in
case of thermomechanical treatments, thermal cycling, or by
the addition of a third alloying element (ISO.25217) [18e25,52].
The B2 structure of NiTi alloys is CsCl-type having a lattice

Fig. 5 e B2 structure [54].

constant of 0.3010e0.3020 nm [53]. The B2 phase crystal
structure is given in Fig. 5[54]. The transformation between
B2-phase to R-phase is important in actuator applications
because it is interconnected with less hysteresis loop than
that of B2 to B190 transformation [31,55]. For NiTi, the transformation of B2/R-phase occurs during heat removal at a
temperature Rs, at which the B2 phase is distorted in the
<111> direction to produce R-phase, depicted in Fig. 6[56].
A
The R-phase having lattice constants are ah ¼ 7.3580 
A, which deviates by 1.4% and 2.4%,
and ch ¼ 5.2855 
respectively, from the calculated value [9]. Strain and the
hysteresis range of R-phase transformation was nearly

Fig. 4 e NiTi phase diagram.
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Fig. 6 e Transformation of B2-phase to R-phase [56].

one-tenth of austenite to martensite phase transformation
[57]. The lattice constants (a, b, and c) changes during
austenite to martensite transformation are 27.0%, 8.8%,
and 21.6%, respectively, whereas the unit lattice volume
change only by 0.4%. The B190 structure (Fig. 7) has lower
symmetry than B2 [54]. The R-phase has some attractive
properties such as stability at a higher number of thermal
cycling with its quasi-reversible transformation and
negligible strain-recovery fatigue. Therefore, the R-phase
transformation is the most suitable transformation for
quicker response and can be used in a high-speed microactuator [58,59]. The stability of R-phase is more because,
in phase conversion, the strain is so small that slip
deformation hardly occurs [60].

Fig. 7 e B19′ structure [54].

8.

Effect of intermetallics in NiTi alloys

The as-received NiTi thin film is an amorphous structure,
which undergoes annealing treatment for achieving the
crystalline structure that requires exhibiting the better shape
memory effect. During crystallization keen attention needed
for avoiding the formation of intermetallic and the chemical
interactions between the substrate and the deposited phase
that deteriorate the SME and PE characteristics of the thin
film. The typical crystallization temperatures range for NiTi
alloys are 723e973 K. The formation of intermetallic cannot
avoid with 300  C annealing temperature. Annealing temperature above 823 K with higher annealing time generates the
intermetallics of NiTi2, Ni4Ti3, and Ni14Ti11 in the form of
precipitates [61]. Different precipitates and finer grain may
seize the martensitic transformation [62,63]. Generally, by
annealing, Ni4Ti3 phase forms in Ni-rich thin films and NiTi2
phase forms in Ti-rich thin film [64]. It is found that the crystal
structure of NiTi2 is FCC with a lattice parameter four times
larger than that of NiTi [65]. During the transformation from
amorphous to crystalline, the NiTi2 nucleates and grows along
the grain boundaries of austenite due to the higher concentration of Ti in Ti-rich thin film [63,66]. The growth of NiTi2
precipitates is uncontrollable which can disturb or impede the
growth of martensite plates [11,67]. The Ni4Ti3 precipitates in
the thin film favour the phase hardening by ceasing the
movement of dislocations and suppress the martensitic
transformations. The phase hardening tendency of precipitate in an alloy decreases as the heat-treatment temperature
increases and it exhibits thermoelastic martensitic transformation [68]. The crystal structure of the Ni4Ti3 precipitates
has a unit cell having lattice parameters, a ¼ 0.670 nm,
a ¼ 113.8 . [69e71]. The main advantages of NiTi intermetallic
are: excellent mechanical properties and stability, good
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corrosion resistance, superior damping capacity, and higher
biocompatibility.

9.
Some aspects influencing the quality of
the NiTi thin film
9.1.
Argon gas pressure and substrate-to-target
distance
The Argon pressure and the substrate-to-target distance
suggest the energy carried out by adatoms coming to the
substrate. The energy content of the adatom indicates the
deposition efficiency, structural integrity, film density, and
stress. For higher Ar pressure, thin film results in low density
with structural defects whereas, for low Ar pressures, the
thin film results denser with fewer structural defects [32]. At
very low working pressures, the atoms arrive at the substrate
surface having higher energies causes “atomic peening”. By
atomic peening, the surface atoms are pressed into the thin
film that increase the density and generate the compressive
stresses. By gradual increase in gas pressure, there is
increasing in adatom momentum in the substrate, the
peening effect will cease, the film becomes less dense, and
there is a decrease in compressive stress. Further increase in
gas pressure results decrease in film density and increase in
intrinsic tensile stresses. At higher gas pressure, there are a
large number of collisions occurs, the energy of sputter atom
decreases, and adatoms coming with low surface mobilities
grows in a columnar fashion in thin film. The columnar type
of growth has a very low density between the columns gives a
reduction of tensile stress. With higher pressure
(6.7e13.3 Pa), the films give a porous film along with poor
ductility.
In the sputtering deposition, at low gas pressure or
small substrate-to-target distance has an intrinsic
compressive stress, which converts to tensile with the
increase in pressure, becomes maximum at some critical
pressure and decreases with further increase in pressure
[28]. The thin films processed at high Ar pressure more
than 1 Pa give a brittle structure, formation of a crack on
the surface, porous structure, delamination at the interface, and biaxial tensile stresses [72,73]. At the higher Ar
gas pressure, the columnar microstructure indicates to the
larger grains which are developed due to lack of surface
diffusion and lack of mobility of adatoms during growth of
the film [32]. With higher working pressures, there may be
the absorption of Ar atoms in thin film surface which
plays a significant role to obstruct the surface diffusion
and results in columnar sputtered thin film [28]. At lower
Ar Pressure 0.67 Pa (5 mTorr), there is a decrease in
adhesion strength between Ti and the Si-substrate in NiTi
thin film and increases at higher Ar pressure up to
12.67 Pa (20 mTorr). The adhesion strength in Si and Ti
decreases as the film stress in greater than SieTi binding
strength. Again, with higher Ar pressure, each adatom sit
on the substrate surface with less energy and results in
lesser film stress. The film stress varies concerning the Ar
pressure is directly related with the crystalline structure of
the thin film and their orientation and density [74].

9.2.
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Substrate temperature

Higher substrate temperature leads to lower the cooling rate
and higher diffusivities of Ni and Ti which results in partial
crystallization in the film. At lower substrate temperature, the
film gives a continuous network with homogeneously
distributed grain boundary like structures. This surface
morphology is due to the lack of surface migration by lower
energy adatoms which results from inter-columnar porous
boundaries. At higher substrate temperature, the surface
diffusion of adatoms increases resulting a dense film. A small
number of higher energy adatoms makes the grain more
elevated in comparison to their neighbouring grain, which
contributes to reducing the density of grain boundary [75]. The
substrate temperature is restricted up to 300  C to avoid substrate atom diffusion towards the thin film [76].

9.3.

Substrate surface roughness

Substrate surface roughness is a dominant parameter that
affect the adhesion strength as well as the crystallization
temperature of the thin film. By increasing the smoothness of
the substrate surface, there would be a decrease in adhesion
strength between the substrate and thin film associated to a
higher chance of delamination. Hence, increasing the substrate surface roughness leads to an increase in adhesion as
well as an increase in the crystallization temperature of the
thin film (typically, increment is as high as about 300  C).
However, the crystallization temperature of the thin film is
greater than the thick film. Therefore, for quality NiTi thin
films, the substrate surface roughness cannot be too smooth
or too rough [77].

9.4.

Film thickness

The film thickness parameter has a great impact on the shape
memory effect, transformation temperature, residual strain
and mechanical behaviour of thin films. The transformation
temperatures are very sensitive to the thickness of the thin
film (not more than two micron), residual strain and surface
oxidation [33]. For better shape memory behaviour, it will
require restricting the thickness of thin film less than 10 mm
[78]. Gordon et al. pointed out that the substrate tends to
reduce the SME behaviour by decreasing the thickness below a
threshold level which is specific to the applied load [79].

9.5.

Composition variation

The NiTi thin film properties are susceptible to its composition. A minute deviation (<1% of Ni or Ti) from the equiatomic
NiTi can significantly change the transformation temperatures. Only 1% change in composition can result in 100  C shift
in transformation temperatures [80]. The composition of the
thin film can be controlled by controlling the power ratio of
targets. Another factor is composition uniformity across the
cross-section, which can be controlled by deposition geometry: size of the target, the shape of targets (single element
surface or alloy surface or mosaic surface), the angle of inclination of targets, optimizing the distance between target and
substrate, etc. For example, a little deviation of the substrate-
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holder from the horizontal plane gives around 1% variation
across the 100 mm substrate holder having a diameter of
0.01%/mm [3].

9.6.

Deposition rate

At low deposition rate, atoms are coming towards substrate
have sufficient time to change to low energy state before they
are trapped by subsequently deposited atoms results in lower
intrinsic stress and smooth surface [19]. The high deposition
rate may cause intercolumnar voids.

9.7.

Stress

Stress in the film surface/substrate and the presence of the
interface reaction products, mostly affect the film adhesion.
The main causes responsible for the stress evolution in the asdeposited amorphous thin film are (a) mismatch of the thermal expansion in between the substrate and NiTi thin film, (b)
the density difference between crystalline and amorphous
NieTi thin film [81]. The stresses in the constraint thin films
are of three types, i.e., intrinsic stress, thermal stress and
phase transformation stress [82]. Both the tensile or
compressive residual stress was developed in the sputtered
thin films. High residual tensile stress results in film decohesion and film cracking whereas high residual compressive stress results in film delamination and buckling. Postdeposition thermo-mechanical treatment has great significance with the reduction of residual stress [4]. The essential
parameters responsible to decrease the residual stress in NiTi
thin film are: (a) sharp restriction of the Ni/Ti ratio, (b) deposition of thin film at optimum working pressure, (c) selection
of appropriate deposition temperature, in agreement with the
development of minimum intrinsic stress and thermal stress,
(d) application of intermediate layer to decrease the residual
stress in some NiTi thin films., (e) implementing postannealing such as laser treatment, ion beam postmodification, or in-situ ion beam modification after sputtering to reduce intrinsic stress and (f) selection of appropriate
substrate to decrease the thermal stress.

10.
film

Mechanical properties of the NieTi thin

10.1.

Stressestrain analyses

Yield stress, fracture stress, and ductility can be measured
using stressestrain curve at different temperature. In
Ni50Ti50 thin film, the calculated maximum elongation is
greater than 40% [82]. NiTi alloy presents 50e60% elongation
and tensile strength as high as 1000 MPa [83]. The martensite
phase shows higher yield stress and fracture stress that were
more than 600 MPa and 800 MPa, respectively. These mechanical properties show good support about sputter deposited NiTi thin films possessing sufficient ductility and stable
SME behaviour for practical applications [82].

10.2.

Fatigue properties

Fatigue behaviour mostly affects the NiTi thin films after
about 106 cycle that leads to reduce the SME properties.
Recapitulating the phase changes will customize the microstructure and transformation hysteresis which give rise to
changes in transformation temperatures, transformation
stresses, and transformation strains. The fatigue behaviour
and the performance degradation of the thin film are affected
by interrelated internal parameters (film/substrate interface,
lattice structure, alloy composition, defects, and precipitation)
and external parameters (thermo-mechanical treatment,
applied maximum stress, stress, and strain rate). Fu et al.
studied the constrained NiTi thin films fatigue behaviour and
reported about the changes of recovery stress during cycling.
He observed that the recovery stress of thin film (by curvature
measurement) decreased mainly in the first tens of numbers
of the cycles and began to be stable after thousand numbers of
cycles [4]. This decrease in recovery stress is due to the formation of void, dislocation movement, partial debonding at
the interface, grain boundary sliding, non-recoverable plastic
deformation, etc.

11.

Tribological properties of NiTi thin film

Surface modifications should be essential for better resistance
to wear that required for miniaturized systems and biomedical applications, such as micro-channel, micro-valves, micropumps, micro-tweezer, micro-grippers, etc. It was found that
cubic austenite phase of NiTi bulk alloys demonstrate an
excellent wear resistance due to their pseudoelastic behaviour
and rapid work hardening [84] whereas B190 martensite phase
shows a poor wear resistance with a higher coefficient of
friction. In tribology application of NiTi thin films, large potential stress, a large coefficient of friction, and interfacial
adhesion are other crucial analyse [85,86]. NiTi alloys exhibit
better erosion resistance than other structural elements due
to their pseudoelastic behaviour. Another way to get better
surface property is to develop multi-layer, or functionally
graded Ni Ti thin film [87,88]. The material properties could
change from PE to SME, by changing the content of Ni and Ti in
the micrometer-thick film. The assimilation of PE with SME
behaviour cause a two-way reversible actuation due to variations of residual stress in the thickness will permit the
biasing force to be developed inside the thin film. Another way
is the deposition of adherent and hard TiN layer (z300 nm) on
NiTi thin film to develop a good passivation layer that increases tribological properties without disturbing the SME
[35,89]. To develop adhesion as well as biocompatibility factor,
a functionally graded Ti/TiNi/TiN/Si layer can be used. Ti thin
layer can obstruct the release of Ni atom (Ni is toxic) with
improving the film adhesion. Treatment of NiTi thin films by
electrons, ions, and the laser beam has been carried out to
improve the surface profile, mechanical strength, corrosion
and biological properties for implementation in adverse and
wear environment [90e92].
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12.

Multilayered NiTi thin film

Investigation on the field of SMA thin films has achieved an
unquestionable degree of maturity [93]. The attention shifts
towards a double layer/multiple layer SMA thin films which
provide physical and mechanical stability, chemical compatibility, dynamical coupling, and durability. Interface profile
(phase gradient, inter-diffusion, interface width, etc.) of the
multi-layered thin film is an important factor to fabricate the
NiTi multilayered thin film. The phase transformation
behaviour concerning coupling components interfaces,
including transformation hysteresis, ageing, and phase stability are not well understood so far [61]. Diffusion at different
temperature has a vital role in changing the chemical
composition of the top layer during sputtering. Ken et al.
found that the multilayer structure disappears after annealing
at 600 or 873 K for 1.8 ks. In the film, Ni and Ti grains are
preferentially oriented in the [111] direction and [002] direction respectively [40,94].
Multilayer deposition has been successfully applied to the
fabrication of neutron optical components and X-ray optics as
a mirror where very good thickness uniformity of the individual layers and good reproducibility on large substrates
were demonstrated [95e99]. The layer-by-layer assembly has
gained powerful, flexible and simple thin-film material
deposition process with applications spanning surface engineering, photonics, drug delivery, energy and so forth [6e8]. It
has been focused most research efforts on novel material
assemblies, novel applications of existing material assemblies
and understanding the fundamental thermodynamic and
transport phenomenon, and there has been substantial work
on making the process more rapid, scalable and ultimately
manufacturable [100e104].
Some advantages have concluded, comparing multi-layer
with the single layer deposited thin film are:
 Multilayer has better hardness and ductility
 There is an increase in cohesion strength between the
substrate and multilayer thin film.
 A multilayered thin film with restricted thickness has
equal or higher mechanical stability with each of the single
constituting layer
 There is lesser in residual stress in multilayer thin films
 The denser structure found out in the multilayer
 By annealing, the multilayers were able to create NiTi homogenized phase throughout the cross-section results a
better SME [94].
 Composition control of the final NiTi thin film is easier by
controlling the thickness ratio of each layer [94].
 Good magnetic, superconducting properties as compared
to single layer thin film

13.

Industrial applications of NiTi thin film

In micro-electro-mechanical systems, there is a requirement
of the assimilation of sensors, actuators and electronic control
unit on a Silicon substrate, which has potential compatibility
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with batch processing Si micro-fabrication technology. Nowa-days there is a great demand for making micro-machines
and micro-robots in a variety of fields such as medicine,
biotechnology, electronics, and other industrial fields. The
NiTi thin film SMA are the potential candidates for microactuators which could be applied to fabricate such type of
micro-machine (micro-fluid pumps, micro-valves, etc.)
[105,106]. The major aspects are considered to include sputter
deposited NiTi thin film into a Si micromachining processes
are:
 Better harmony of the thin film with higher annealing
temperature;
 A good rapport of patterning techniques for NiTi thin films;
 The specific procedure for releasing the NiTi film from the
substrate.
Incorporation of NiTi thin film SMAs in Si micromachining process was first pointed out in the year 1990
[107]. The manufacturing technique of valve-actuator first
developed in NiTi Alloy Company explained in Fig. 8.
Micro-actuators entail with substantial recovery stress and
large transformation deformation along with high frequency and fast response (less transformation hysteresis).
Always there is a challenge to reduce the hysteresis and
increase the operating frequency for the wealthy application of NiTi thin films. R-phase transformation in the thin
film actuator gives a precise hysteresis temperature, which
is essential for the micro-electro-mechanical thin film. In
micro-actuator, generation or absorption of heat and
dissipation of heat is the key parameters for actuation of
the system. By decreasing the amplitude of the cyclic
temperature and increasing the working stress, the hysteresis could be slightly minimized. A substrate having a
greater coefficient of thermal expansion than the NiTi thin
film gives larger compressive stress, which results in a
smaller hysteresis. During deposition, all the above key
parameters will be counted on the different substrate such
as glass, poly-Si, Si3N4, etc. for successful micro-electromechanical applications [108,109]. The behaviour of thin
film SMA and established a promising application in
graphical mode is represented in Fig. 9[110].

13.1.

Actuator

A temperature-controlled actuator is operated similar to
that of bimetallic effect. Two type of material having a
different thermal expansion sandwiched for deflection according to the increasing or decreasing the temperature.
Thermostat valve and safety switches are thermal
controlled actuator [111]. For thermo-electric actuators, the
driving temperature change can be given by direct Joule
heating or by a united heating resistor. Some microactuators have been worked in a Si-metal in combination
with bimorph cantilever structures. The development of a
functional layer in an actuator permits to integrate with
uni-morphous/bi-morphous membranes and cantilevers in
a micro-system. The deflection based on the relative
change in length and making the curvature of the functional layer in a specific design, as shown in Fig. 8 (g) [112].
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Fig. 8 e Shows the steps of micromachining: (a) forming thin membranes of silicon ( e40 mm) (back side) by etching for
sputtering, which will be the poppet of the valve, (b) sputter deposition of NiTi (on the front side) followed by annealing; (c)
gold sputtering on NiTi which provide electrical contact to conductive path of the actuator; (d) patterning and wet etching of
the gold and NiTi film; (e) removing the gold from the active parts of the actuators. Gold remains only on the contact tabs and
interconnecting parts of the NiTi; (f) final backside etching for releasing the poppet and active parts of the actuator; and (g)
assembled micro valve.

13.2.

Micro-pumps and micro-valves

NiTi thin films based MEMS micro-pumps and micro-valves
are suitable for a wide range of area such as analytical instruments, implantable drug delivery, chemical analysis, etc.
variety of NiTi thin film designs are available, but mostly NiTimembrane or diaphragm type is chosen for actuation purpose
[113e115]. Both freestanding as well as constrained NiTi thin
films are used in industrial applications. Although freestanding NiTi thin film has built-in two-way SME, in accordance with maximizing this effect, extra techniques, such as
externally biased structure (such as a polyimide layer [4], or a
bonded Si cap [116], or glass cap [117]) and 3-D hot-shaping of

NieTi film (membrane) have often been used. Micro-pumps
and micro-valves with NieTi/Si bimorph membrane are as
the driver diaphragm includes [118]: (i) larger force in their
actuation; (ii) coherency in process and no other bias structure
needed because Si-substrate can give the bias force; and (iii)
no separate structure is required because Si structure can
separate the working liquid from SMA thin film completely.
Micro-propulsion that achieves a low leak rate in space
applications uses some SMA microvalve. Details of the NiTi
Alloy components which are used to produces the commercially accessible micro-valve is represented in Fig. 10 [16]. It
composed of an actuator die, a poppet having 3.5 mm thick,
and 250 mm wide (Fig. 10b), a Si orifice dies, a bias spring, and a

Fig. 9 e Power weight ratio vs. weight diagram of the actuator [110].
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Fig. 10 e Micro-valve (a) assembled parts showing use of SMA thin film, and (b) micro-machined assemble system [16].
spacer. All elements are assembled in a plastic package
(Fig. 10a). The poppet forced by the bias spring in the direction
of the orifice, the thin film that supported on the poppet undergoes a phase transformation from martensite to austenite
by resistive heating. The original length of NiTi-strip recovered in the phase transformation, and again the poppet lifted
by the bias force results in the unlocking of the valve. This
device is working with 50e100 mA electric current and 0.5 N
bias forces causes, ~100 mm displacement of the poppet with
~10 ms response time and 2000 sccm maximum flow at
1.3 atm.

13.3.

Micro-grippers

Holding and operating a tiny object with more accuracy is
essential for many precise applications like ‘assembly in
micro-systems’, ‘drug delivery micromanipulators for cells’,
and ‘endoscopes for microsurgery’. Micro-grippers help to
enable more accessible work like opening the distance for
assembling work, gripping force, etc. The complete size of the
micro-wrapper arms is nearly 100 mm which is nearly equal to
a human hair diameter. Among two different design of microgripper (in-plane and out-plane bending mode), the out-of-

plane bending mode is well liked in which two integrated
NiTi/Si cantilevers are worked with opposite actuation directions (Fig. 11a) [119,120]. Fig. 11b gives the top view of NiTi
electrodes patterned on Si cantilevers. The SMA NiTi thin film
cantilever bends up as soon as get the heat and generate a
gripping force. Generally, these gripper designs are used to
unite different cantilevers to generate large force as well as
displacement.
A freestanding NiTi thin film without out-of-plane movement is given in Fig. 12[121]. The arms of the micro-wrapper
maintain it’s in a flat shape as long as the current through it
and by the withdrawal of the current, the arms bend to form a
coupling agent. These devices are used to operate the microorganisms and to detach abnormalities such as tumours inside the body. A novel microelectrode with NiTi clipping
structure has been studied by Fu et al [122]., which is used to
clip a nerve cord or other living organisms. The NiTi thin film
SMA is activating application of the current which gives a
clipping force to the electrode to clip the nerve as shown in
Fig. 13a and b. In the in-plane bending mode, the actuation of
the two film arms are within a plane comprehend by cooperative structure design [108]. A micro-tweezer structure
studied by Fu et al., [123]., in which residual stress act as a bias

Fig. 11 e NiTi/Si micro-gripper with out-of-plane bending mode cantilever: (a) micro-gripper, (b) top view of NieTi electrodes
patterned on Si cantilevers.
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upright a large number of micromachined spacers between
the pixels [126].
In Far-infrared-radiation imaging sensor one side of the
NiTi film cantilever is deposited with an infrared absorbing
layer, and another side is deposited with a gold reflecting
layer. By absorbing the infrared radiation, the temperature of
NiTi cantilever changes that results in a large tilting effect and
realizing the illumination of gold reflective layer [127]. Fig. 14
depicts a NiTi/Si beam micro-mirror structure embedded
with a top Si mirror cap, and different arms are used to
actuating the Si cap by applying Joule heating. The limitation
of this device is with the Si which cannot be deformed greater
than 1e3% strain.

13.5.

Fig. 12 e The freestanding NiTi films micro-wrapper
(shown in the resolution of 200 mm) [129].
force. This can obliterate the requirement of bias force for
device action.

13.4.

Micro-sensors, micro-switches, and micro-relays

NiTi thin films are very sensitive to surrounding stimulus like
the thermal field, electrical fields, magnetic field, stress, etc.
that leads the application in micro-sensor. Other applications
are switches or micro-relays, fiber optics switching, automotive fuel injectors, automatic probe tips in test equipment,
micro-lens positioner, etc. The surface roughness and
refractive index indicate about the phase transformation of
NiTi film [10,124]. Austenite phase has a higher reflection coefficient than martensite phase by more than 45%. Due to this
type of behaviour in NiTi thin film is used in the valve or on-off
optical switch for spatial light modulators [125]. In optical
switch lenses, the NiTi thin film helps to displace the optical
lens up or down (not left or right), acting as an out-of-plane
micro-actuator. In field emission flat panel display, the NiTi
thin film based micro-actuators can put together and set

Anti-vibration damping structures

Anti-vibration damping structures are highly depending on
the martensitic transformation temperature and frequency.
The pseudoelasticity behaviour of NiTi thin film plays a
dominant role to reduce the vibrations during their work. The
positioning accuracy of the read/writes heads in hard disk
drives strongly depends on the inherent vibration characteristics of the head actuator assembly. The NiTi thin film is the
main material to reduce the vibration in the hard disk drive
[128].

13.6.

Super mirror application

NiTi thin film spreads a special attraction in the field of super
mirror fabrication. Smooth surface layering and homogenized
interface are essential for neutron super mirror applications
[129,130]. A multilayered mirror design can refine the intensity
of reflection of polarized neutrons at a lower angle (grazing
incidence angle) in comparison to traditional Ni-mirrors. A
commercial Ni/Ti multilayer mirror made up of 15e20 layers
of the pair (Ni and Ti layer) which are of 25e30 nm thick.

13.7.

Aero-microelectromechanical systems

Thin film MEMS-activated devices are positioned under the
aerodynamic skin. The traveling wave produced by the

Fig. 13 e (a) A NiTi electrodes with the hook structure is returned to its memorized shape when it is heated, while two Cshape probes for recording are not heated; (b) the microelectrode clipping a wire (100 mm) after the hook structure is heated
[130].
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Fig. 14 e NiTi micro-mirror structure with a top mirror Si cap and the arms fabricated with NiTi/Si beam structure: (a) top
view, (b) bottom view.

different device in the skin help to energize the boundary
layer and thus decrease the turbulent drag. The shape memory alloy component with their standard size gives the low
actuation frequencies; therefore a sufficient number of shape
memory alloy thin film components have demonstrated 30 Hz
actuation frequencies [131,132].

14.

Limitation of shape memory alloy

In spite of exceptional behaviour, full assimilation of SMA
thin films into micro-electro-mechanical-system is limited.
Their stoichiometry responsiveness has major limitation for
the reliability and manufacturability of these materials in
MEMS [133,134]. Further, the application of NiTi SMAs in
MEMS has been obstructed by different fabrication factors
such as:
 The economic batch fabrication of NiTi films with reproducible transformation temperatures and transformation
strains [19].
 The large exothermic heat of transformation that limits the
cycle lifetime, as well as poor machinability that limits its
ability to be used in many applications [135].
 Have low energy efficiency, lower in the speed of dynamic
response and larger hysteresis temperature [4].
 Non-linearity and complex thermomechanical property
and ineffectiveness of accurate and complex motion control [4].
 Higher in the cost of NiTi thin films and problems in selfcontrol of the composition as well as the related mechanical behaviour.
 The existence of fatigue problems and potential degradation [4].
 As-deposited sputtered thin films are amorphous, and an
annealing step (>500  C) is required for crystallization [136].

15.

Conclusion and summary

SMAs possess numerous valuable properties, which permits
creating novel functional materials. Thin film shape memory
actuators are transformative products used in micro-systems
and well integrated within miniaturized system. Their
reduced size; around microns; together with processing route
enable microsystem fabrication processes to be used successfully in sensors, actuators and electronics control units.
The SME and PE properties produced through sputtering of
NiTi thin films depends on different sputtering parameters
(target power, gas pressure, substrate-to-target distance,
substrate bias, deposition temperature, deposition environment etc.), metallurgical factors (alloy composition, annealing, aging, thermo-mechanical treatment etc.) and the
application conditions (working temperature, loading conditions, heating/cooling rate, etc.). The substrate used to growth
of the thin film play a major role in preferred orientation,
adhesion and chemical interaction of the NiTi thin films. The
intermetallic formed through NiTi system increases the wear
properties as well as mechanical properties of the thin film.
The substitution of the third element in the near equiatomic
NiTi alloys allows better SME characteristics which directly
affects its transformation behaviour (one-stage transforms to
two-stage). Superior yield stress, good fracture resistance and
an appropriate ductility enable NiTi thin film very attractive
for most practical applications. Application of SMAs is
commonly found in two major engineering direction; one is
SME for actuation usage and other is PE used for vibration
resistance and dampening. The SMA-materials are integrated
in micro-electro-mechanical devices cause their design flexibility, produce a clean working environment, work with
friction-free and non-vibration movement. The combination
of superelasticity performances and their mechanical ability
prove to be key to success in miniaturization of the systems.
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